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Abstract—This paper investigates the original circuit theory on stopband (SB) negative group delay
(NGD) passive topology. The basic specifications of SB-NGD function are defined by considering the
voltage transfer function (VTF) of the passive circuit. An original design method and experimentation
tests of SB-NGD circuit are developed. The innovative theoretical analysis is elaborated from both
magnitude and GD analytical expression of the VTF model from the resonant LC-series network passive
topology. The mathematical existence condition of SB-NGD aspect is analytically explored in function
of R, L, and C component parameters. The formulations of the basic equations enabling the calculation
of the lumped components of the SB-NGD passive circuit in function of the desired specifications as
NGD cut-off frequencies, NGD value and attenuation are established. To confirm the effectiveness of
the original SB-NGD circuit theory, a proof-of-concept (POC) of SB-NGD circuit board is designed,
simulated, fabricated, and experimented. As expected, despite the equivalent series resistor (ESR)
effect of the inductor element, the theoretical modelling, simulation and measurement results are in
good agreement. The SB-NGD behavior is confirmed with lower and upper cut-off frequencies, 0.7 kHz
and 1.35 kHz, respectively. Furthermore, the corresponding NGD minimal values are −33µs and −11µs,
respectively.

1. INTRODUCTION

The first analytical investigation with pulse signal propagation enabling the illustration of the negative
group delay (NGD) effect [1] was initially proposed in 1970s. But the counter intuitive effect related to
the output signal advance compared to its input attracts the attention of certain researchers. Therefore,
experimentations initially with optical systems were carried out by considering a pulse signal propagating
through negative group velocity (NGV) media [2–5]. It was understood from the experimentation that
certain media susceptible to operate with NGV behavior are capable to generate the NGD function.

After the first optical demonstration, the existence of the NGD effect becomes a research topic
attracting some researchers in the area of electronic engineering [6–20]. Emphatically, the NGD effect
was theoretically and experimentally investigated with R, L, and C elements, and operational amplifier
based low-frequency (LF) circuits [6, 7]. It was pointed out from the electronic circuit-based study that
the NGD effect is not in contradiction with the causality principle [6, 7]. Despite this LF circuit based
NGD investigation, the question on the diversity of the circuit topologies capable to operate with NGD
effect was opened. It was found that many circuits as the microwave structures designed with left-handed
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negative refractive index (NRI) artificial transmission lines (TLs) [8, 9] can also generate the NGD effect.
In parallel with the development of metamaterial-based microwave circuits, NGD experimentations in
the gigahertz frequencies were also performed [8, 9]. However, the metamaterial periodical structure
based NGD circuit operates in gigahertz frequencies with significant losses which can be more than
40 dB. Therefore, NGD researches [10–14] were conducted to design low-attenuation loss NGD circuits.
As solution, different topologies of low-attenuation NGD circuits designed with distributed structures
were proposed [10–14]. Many innovative challenges in different aspects were investigated. Some of
distributed NGD circuits were designed under challenge in terms of compactness [13]. The tunability
of NGD circuit was also investigated [14].

Despite the progress of tiny research activities on the NGD effect compared to that focus on the
other electronic functions as filters, amplifiers, antennas, phase shifters, and attenuators, the NGD
circuit design remains an open question to most of today electronic design engineers. A simple manner
to study the NGD circuit becomes a fundamental function and an indispensable topic. In this way,
the simplest approach to afford the NGD circuit design was initiated by considering the analogy
between the filter and NGD functions [15, 16]. The concept of low-pass (LP) [15–18] and high-pass
(HP) [15, 16, 19, 20] NGD circuits was innovatively introduced. Under this approach, we can classify
the most developed topologies of microwave NGD circuits [6–14] as bandpass (BP) NGD-type circuit.
Those developed BP-NGD type circuits were tentatively exploited for various applications notably in
the areas of radio frequency(RF) and microwave engineering [21–24].

Nevertheless, so far, no investigation is available in the literature on the design of the innovative
class of stop-band (SB) NGD topology. The main purpose of the present study is the development of
an innovative circuit theory and also a design method of an SB-NGD passive topology. The proposed
SB-NGD cell is constituted by a resonant LC-series network. We emphasize that different from the
S-parameter based NGD investigation research work performed in [16], the present study is focused on
the VTF modelling and also dedicated to low-frequency circuit analysis. The paper is organized in four
successive sections as follows:

- Section 2 introduces the general configuration of an SB-NGD circuit. Based on the voltage transfer
function (VTF) representation, the basic frequency domain function enabling the specification of
the SB-NGD parameters will be defined.

- Section 3 is focused on the topological investigation of the resonant LC-series network-based passive
topology. An innovative circuit theory including the SB-NGD analysis of LC-series network-based
topology will be elaborated. Then, the synthesis formulas enabling the determination of values of
the components in function SB-NGD function specifications will be established.

- Section 4 is the validation of the proposed SB-NGD circuit theory. A proof-of-concept (POC) of
SB-NGD passive circuit operating in low-frequency (LF) will be described. Then, as validations,
the SB-NGD NGD responses will be discussed by the comparison of calculations and simulations.

- Section 5 is the final conclusion.

2. DEFINITION OF STOP-BAND (SB) NGD SPECIFICATIONS

The present section describes the basic configuration of an SB-NGD circuit. The main parameters
enabling the specifications of the SB-NGD circuit will be presented. The basic frequency domain
responses necessary to specify an unfamiliar SB-NGD function will be defined.

2.1. General Configuration of SB-NGD Circuit Representation

Under analog manner as the classical circuits, the SB-NGD circuit theory can be elaborated from the
equivalent voltage transfer function (VTF) exploration. To do this, the introduced passive topology can
be theoretically assumed as a two-port circuit with input and output accesses, Vin and Vout, respectively,
as represented by the general block diagram shown by Fig. 1.

For this SB-NGD circuit analysis, it seems more practical to consider the frequency responses. The
analysis will be based on the VTF expressed by the following equation:

N(s) =
Vout(s)

Vin(s)
(1)
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Figure 1. Two-port circuit diagram.

by taking the Laplace variable in function of angular frequency variable, s = jω.

2.2. Basic Analytical Definition

The main analytical parameters necessary for the SB-NGD circuit analysis are extracted from the
transmittance by means of the magnitude, phase, and essentially the GD. These parametric quantities
are theoretically denoted by:

- The magnitude of the transmittance:

N(ω) = |N(jω)| (2)

- The associated phase angle:
φ(ω) = arg [N(jω)] (3)

- And then, the GD expression:

GD(ω) = −∂φ(ω)

∂ω
. (4)

Similar to the filter theory, the SB-NGD response is defined in function of the existence of frequency
band where the GD previously expressed in Equation (4) becomes negative:

GD(ω) < 0. (5)

However, the SB-NGD response can be graphically represented as described in the following paragraph.

2.3. SB-NGD Ideal Specifications

The frequency domain diagrams enable the deep investigation of unfamiliar NGD functions. Fig. 2(a)
and Fig. 2(b) depict the typical GD and magnitude of SB-NGD ideal responses, respectively. For better
understanding, the different specifications associated with this diagram will be described in the following
paragraph.

According to the ideal diagram of Fig. 2(a), the SB-NGD analysis is fundamentally the
determination of the specifications of the circuit as:

- the NGD cut-off frequencies: {
ω1 = 2πf1
ω2 = 2πf2 > ω1

(6)

- which are the roots of the equation:

GD(ω) = 0 ⇒
{

GD(ω1) = 0

GD(ω2) = 0
(7)

- the NGD center frequency:
ω0 = 2πf0, (8)

- the NGD bandwidth:
∆ω = 2π∆f = ω2 − ω1, (9)

- and the NGD value:
GD(ω0) = GD0 < 0. (10)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) GD and (b) magnitude responses of ideal SB-NGD function.

In addition to the GD specifications, in the NGD frequency band or at the NGD center frequency, the
magnitude given by Equation (2) can be defined in function of the given limit:

N(ω0) = A ≤ 1 (11)

Knowing these quantities, we can concretely perform the unfamiliar SB-NGD analysis applied to
resonant RLC-network passive circuit in the following section.

3. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RESONANT RLC-NETWORK BASED
SB-NGD PASSIVE TOPOLOGY

The present section introduces the theoretical approach of the original SB-NGD passive topology. A
two-port passive circuit constituted by a resonant RLC-network will be investigated. Then, the analysis
and synthesis equations of the topology under study are formulated.

3.1. Frequency Responses of the Passive RLC-Network Circuit

The present SB-NGD theoretical analysis is focused on the LC-series lumped network-based topology
introduced by Fig. 3. It acts as a two-port L-shape passive topology constituted by an LC-series network
in parallel with a resistor R ended by a shunt resistor Rm. The access ports are referenced by input and
output voltages, Vin and Vout. After the connection of input voltage source, Vin, the circuit operates
with input current I0.

Figure 3. Topology of SB-NGD lumped circuit.
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By means of voltage divider principle, the VTF introduced in Equation (1) can be written as
follows:

N(s) =
Rm

Rm + Z(s)
(12)

with the equivalent series impedance:

Z(s) =
R(1 + LCs2)

1 +RCs+ LCs2
. (13)

The associated transmittance can be expressed as:

N(jω) =

1− ω2

ω2
0

+ jξ
ω

ω0

α

(
1− ω2

ω2
0

)
+ jξ

ω

ω0

(14)

with the resonance angular frequency:

ω0 =
1√
LC

(15)

and the constant parameters:

ξ = R

√
C

L
(16)

α = 1 +
Rm

R
. (17)

Based on this VTF, the NGD circuit analysis will be elaborated in the following paragraph.

3.2. Magnitude and GD Expressions

The frequency domain magnitude (defined by Equation (2)) of the VTF given by Equation (14) is
expressed as:

N(ω) =

√(
1− ω2

ω2
0

)2

+

(
ξ
ω

ω0

)2

√
α2

(
1− ω2

ω2
0

)2

+

(
ξ
ω

ω0

)2
. (18)

The associated phase response (defined by Equation (3)) can be written as:

φ(ω) = arctan [u(ω)]− arctan

[
u(ω)

α

]
(19)

with:

u(ω) =
ξ
ω

ω0

1− ω2

ω2
0

=
ξω0ω

ω2
0 − ω2

(20)

Following the definition in Eq. (4), the derivative of this phase with respect to the angular frequency
gives the GD expressed as:

GD(ω) =
∂u(ω)

∂ω

[
1

1 + u(ω)2
− α

α2 + u(ω)2

]
(21)
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where:

∂u(ω)

∂ω
=

ξ

ω0

[(
1− ω2

ω2
0

)2

+ 2d
ω2

ω2
0

]
(
1− ω2

ω2
0

)2 . (22)

This GD expression will serve for the NGD analysis in the following subsection.

3.3. SB-NGD Theoretical Analysis

The present SB-NGD analysis is established from the previously elaborated magnitude and GD
frequency responses.

3.3.1. Analysis at Particular Frequencies

The NGD analysis in the frequency domain can begin with the consideration of particular frequencies.
Accordingly, at very low frequencies ω ≈ 0, we can simplify the RLC-network magnitude and GD as:

N(ω ≈ 0) =
1

α
(23)

GD(ω ≈ 0) =
ξ(1− α)

αω0
. (24)

We can point out that this very low frequency GD is always negative for any values of circuit parameters,
Rm, R, L, and C. Moreover, we can demonstrate that at the resonance, ω = ω0, the frequency responses
of our passive circuit become:

N(ω0) = 1 (25)

GD(ω0) =
2(α− 1)

ξω0
. (26)

From these analytical results, we can make a statement about the NGD function classification of the
circuit under study. The necessary condition of SB-NGD function existence can be verified from these
two equations in equation: 

GDn = GD(ω ≈ 0) < 0

GDn = GD(ω0) > 0

GD(ω > ω0) < 0

. (27)

We can attentively verify from Equation (24):

1− α < 0 ⇔ 1− 1− Rm

R
< 0. (28)

This means that the necessary condition of SB-NGD behavior is analytically satisfied.

3.3.2. SB-NGD Existence Condition

The aim of the analysis at this stage is to verify the GD response graphically as shown in Fig. 2(a). By
taking the normalized angular frequency:

x =
ω

ω0
(29)

we have:

GD(x) =

ξ(1− α)

ω0
(1 + x2)

[
αx4 − (ξ2 + 2α2)x2 + α

]
[x4 + (ξ2 + 2)x2 + 1] [α2x4 + (ξ2 − 2α2)x2 + α2]

. (30)

In this case, Equation (7) is equivalent to:

αx4 − (ξ2 + 2α2)x2 + α = 0 (31)
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It yields the discriminant given by:
∆x = ξ2(ξ2 + 4α). (32)

It is noteworthy that this discriminant is always positive (∆x > 0), for any value of the circuit parameters
Rm, R, L, and C. Therefore, the associated roots which represent the cut-off frequencies of the NGD
function can be expressed as follows:

ω1 =
ω0

√
(ξ2 + 2α2)− ξ

√
ξ2 + 4α

√
2α

(33)

ω2 =
ω0

√
(ξ2 + 2α2) + ξ

√
ξ2 + 4α

√
2α

. (34)

We can remark that:
ω1ω2 = ω2

0. (35)

In a nutshell, knowing that 1− α < 0, according to the 2nd order polynomial mathematical theory, we
can summarize the sign of the GD as addressed in Table 1.

Table 1. NGD behavior in function of the frequency bands.

Frequency band Sign[GD(ω)] Behavior of the RLC-circuit

ω < ω1 sign[GD(ω)] = sign(1− α) < 0 NGD

ω1 ≤ ω ≤ ω2 sign[GD(ω)] = sign[−(1− α)] ≥ 0 Positive GD

ω ≥ ω2 sign[GD(ω)] = sign(1− α) < 0 NGD

As explored in the following subsection, the synthesis equation of the SB-NGD circuit can be
extracted knowing the cut-off frequencies and GD values.

3.4. SB-NGD Design Equation

The synthesis design equations are aimed to determine the circuit parameters R, L, and C in function
of the targeted SB-NGD specifications. In the present study, we can for example establish the design
of the SB-NGD circuit in function of the desired:

- Center frequency, ω0 = 2πf0,

- GD value, GDp < 0, which should be linked to that attenuation at very LF (ω ≈ 0),

- And NGD bandwidth or cut-off frequencies.

By inverting the equation of the GD:

GD(ω ≈ 0) = GDp, (36)

proposed in Equation (28), we can determine

ξ =
αω0GDp

1− α
. (37)

Substituting the last quantity into Equation (31), we can determine the attenuation as the root of the
following one:

αω4
1(1− α)2 − ω2

0ω
2
1

(
α2ω2

0GD2
p + 2α2(1− α)2

)
+ α(1− α)2ω4

0 = 0. (38)

In this case, the upper cut-off frequency should be:

ω2 =
ω2
0

ω1
. (39)
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By inverting Equation (17), the value of resistor R can be obtained by taking Rm as a known parameter:

R =
Rm

α− 1
. (40)

From the resonance frequency equation given in Equation (15), we have:

C =
1

Lω2
0

. (41)

Transitively, the coefficient given by Equation (16) becomes:

ξ =
R

Lω2
0

. (42)

Therefore, we can calculate the inductor value by the formula:

L =
−Rm

αω3
0GDp

. (43)

To verify the feasibility of the developed SB-NGD LF circuit theory, a validation study is examined in
the following section.

4. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF SB-NGD LF CIRCUIT

This section presents the experimental verification of the previously established SB-NGD circuit theory.
A prototype of passive lumped circuit was designed, simulated, fabricated, and tested. The validation
is based on the comparison between the calculated, simulated, and measured VTF results.

4.1. Experimental Setup Description

The relevance of the previously established theory was verified by designing, simulating, fabricating,
and experimenting a POC of LFRLC-network based passive circuit. Fig. 4 displays the innovative
illustrative diagram and experimentation of the SB-NGD circuit prototype.

The main purpose of the SB-NGD circuit experimentation is to practically measure the VTF in
order to be compared with the analytical calculation from Equation (14). The challenging LF SB-NGD
circuit which has never been done before is based on the use of sine signal generator which serves to
sweep the frequency and an oscilloscope for simultaneously measuring the amplitudes and phases of
both the input and output voltages. The SB-NGD circuit test was carried out with the equipment
indicated by the specifications given in Table 2.

Table 2. Specifications of the SB-NGD test equipment’s.

Description References Parameter Value

Arbitrary function

generator option
AKIP 4126/4A-X

Sampling rate 125MS/s

Bandwidth 25MHz

Digital oscilloscope AKIP 4122/3
Sampling rate 2GS/s

Bandwidth 100MHz

Interconnection
Cable BNC 1m

Connector T-BNC 1 cm

With the fabricated SB-NGD circuit prototype, the formulation method of the NGD responses is
indicated in the following subsection.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. (a) Illustrative diagram and (b) photograph of the SB-NGD circuit prototype experimental
setup.

4.2. Formulation of Measured SB-NGD Responses

The measured SB-NGD responses from the experimental setup introduced in the previous subsection
are generated from the input and output sine wave voltages. The t-time dependent input sine signal
can be expressed in function of the test frequency, fk, and amplitude, Amax, by the equation:

vin(t) = Amax sin(2πfkt). (44)

Acting as a linear time-invariant, the associated output signal can be expressed by:

vout(t) = Bmax sin(2πfkt+∆φ). (45)

The HP-NGD circuit measurement consists originally in sweeping the frequency fk of the input sine
signal from fmin = 300Hz to fmax = 3.7 kHz. During the test, we choose the frequency step equal to
∆f = 50Hz. The input signal was limited by the time width of ∆t = 40µs. We recorded during the
tests the amplitudes and phases of the input and output sine signals. Then, the measured amplitudes
and phase shift of the measured circuit VTF were calculated from the classical equations:

Tmeasured(fk) =
Bmax(fk)

Amax(fk)
(46)

φmeasured(fk) = ∆φ(fk). (47)

Accordingly, the GD response is determined by:

GDmeasured(fk) =
φmeasured(fk)− φmeasured(fk−1)

2π(fk − fk−1)
(48)
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where the integer k varies from 2 to kmax. Amax and Bmax are the input and output signal amplitudes:

kmax = Ent

[
fmax − fmin

∆f

]
. (49)

In this equation, the quantity, Ent[x], presents the superior integer part of real x. By using the developed
SB-NGD circuit measurement techniques, we obtained the results explored in the following section.

4.3. Description of the Designed and Fabricated SB-NGD Circuit POC

A POC of circuit board prototype was considered to verify the experimental validity of the SB-NGD
function. The POC of the tested SB-NGD circuit was designed with ideal component values calculated
from the synthesis equations of R, L, and C proposed in Sections 3–5. Discrete resistor, inductor,
and capacitor lumped components commercially available were considered for the innovative SB-NGD
function experimentation. Then, the circuit prototype was implemented with the nominal components
available in our laboratory. The chosen component values are addressed by Table 3. The SB-NGD
circuit POC was designed and simulated in the ADS R⃝ schematic environment of the electronic and
RF/microwave design simulator from Keysight Technologies R⃝. Fig. 5(a) depicts the schematic of the
simulated SB-NGD circuit in the ADS R⃝ environment. The top view photograph of the fabricated
circuit prototype board is shown in Fig. 5(b).

Table 3. SB-NGD circuit POC component values.

Description Parameter Nominal value

Resistor
R 10Ω

Rm 10Ω

Inductor
L 5.6mH

Rl 13.3Ω

Capacitor C 4.7µF

The components are soldered on an FR4-epoxy dielectric substrate with copper electrical
interconnection traces. The two access ports of the circuit are represented by the BNC connectors.

The verification study consists in comparing the simulated and measured results from the circuit
POC and prototype shown by Fig. 5 with the ideal model which represent the analytical calculated
results from MATLAB R⃝ programming. The investigation on the validation study will be discussed in
the next subsection.

(a)
(b)

Figure 5. (a) Simulated schematic and (b) photograph of SB-NGD circuit prototype.
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4.4. Discussion on the Validation Results

The present subsection investigates the comparative results from calculation, simulation, and
measurement of the tested SB-NGD circuit. However, as we did not find an ideal inductor without
parasitic effect, we considered a coilcraft by taking into account the equivalent series resistance (ESR).
The influence of ESR on SB-NGD response will be discussed. Then, the final validation will be discussed.

4.4.1. Analysis of SB-NGD Response ESR Effect

In a real case, the coilcraft self-inductance component implemented on the prototype shown by Fig. 5(b)
is significantly affected by parasitic effect. The present subsection is focused on the study of this parasitic
effect by means of ESR. Fig. 6 depicts the SB-NGD circuit integrating the ESR element represented by
the series resistor Rl.

Figure 6. SB-NGD lumped circuit integrating parasitic ESR element of the self-inductor.

Because of this parasitic resistance one, the VTF of our POC circuit is modified as:

NESR(s) =
Rm

Rm + ZESR(s)
(50)

with:

ZESR(s) =
1

1

R
+

Cs

1 + LCs2 +RlCs

=
R(1 +RlCs+ LCs2)

1 + (R+Rl)Cs+ LCs2
. (51)

The comparisons between the SB-NGD circuits with and without ESR were investigated based on
ADS R⃝ simulation and calculated model. The obtained frequency domain results are displayed by Fig. 7.
The ideal circuit simulated (presented by “Simu.”, plotted in dotted red curve) and calculated (noticed
by “Calc.”, plotted in solid black curve) VTF magnitudes, phases, and GDs are plotted in Fig. 7(a),
Fig. 7(b), and Fig. 7(c), respectively. Hence, the ESR including circuit results are simultaneously plotted
in dotted blue-sky curves and solid navy-blue curves of Fig. 7(a), Fig. 7(b), and Fig. 7(c), respectively.
First of all, a very good agreement between the simulated and calculated results is confirmed for the
three frequency responses. In addition, despite the ESR effect, the SB-NGD behavior is still conserved
as illustrated by the GD responses of Fig. 7(c). The main frequency characteristics (NGD central
frequency, f0, NGD lower optimal frequency, fa, and NGD upper optimal frequency, fb) of the SB-
NGD circuit POC are indicated by Fig. 8. Nevertheless, significant differences between the optimal
frequencies of maximal magnitude and GD values are listed in Table 4.

4.4.2. Experimental Validation of SB-NGD Magnitude and Phase Responses

In a more obvious representation, the model (“solid black curve”), simulation (“dotted red curve”), and
measurement (“dashed blue curve”) results of VTF magnitude and phase are displayed by Fig. 9(a) and
Fig. 9(b), respectively. As expected, for both cases of frequency responses, a good fitting is observed
over the entire considered frequency range. These results confirm the effectiveness of the theoretical
modelling for predicting the responses of the SB-NGD topology.
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Figure 7. Comparisons of (a) magnitude, (b) phase, and (c) GD responses of the SB-NGD circuit
POC with and without ESR.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 8. Magnitude ((a) wide, (b) lower, and (c) upper frequency bands) and GD ((a) wide, (b)
lower, and (c) upper frequency bands) responses of the SB-NGD circuit POC with ESR.
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Figure 9. Magnitudes and phases of the SB-NGD circuit prototype shown in Fig. 5.

Table 4. Optimal frequencies of maximal magnitude of the calculated, simulated and measured results
from ideal, parasitic and measured cases.

Considered

parameters

Type of

circuit
Configuration

Frequency

(Hz)

Magnitude

(dB)

GD

(µs)

Maximal gain at

central frequency, f0

Ideal
Simulation 994.89 −0.12 0.99

Model 978.35 0.00 1.12

ESR

Simulation 994.89 −3.93 127.52

Model 978.35 −3.92 131.10

Measurement 950.00 −4.08 108.72

Optimal lower

frequency, fa

Ideal
Simulation 796.35 −4.82 −0.16

Model 804.62 −4.72 −0.16

ESR

Simulation 498.54 −5.72 −32.57

Model 515.09 0.52 −32.61

Measurement 550.00 −5.62 −33.06

Optimal upper

frequency, fb

Ideal
Simulation 1193.43 −4.70 −0.11

Model 1168.61 −4.45 −0.11

ESR

Simulation 1640.15 −5.52 −11.17

Model 1582.24 0.53 −11.19

Measurement 2000.00 −5.77 −11.72
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Figure 10. GDs of the SB-NGD circuit prototype shown in Fig. 5.

Table 5. NGD cut-off frequencies and the corresponding attenuation.

Type of circuit Configuration f1 (Hz) f1 (Hz) N(f1) (dB) N(f2) (dB)

Ideal
Simulation 300.00 1789.05 −5.99 −5.86

Model 879.08 3700.00 −3.21 −6.00

ESR

Simulation 730.17 1317.52 −4.97 −4.97

Model 746.72 1342.34 −4.89 −5.04

Measurement 700.00 1350.00 −5.15 −5.09

4.4.3. Experimental Validation of SB-NGD GD Response

The modelled, simulated, and experimented GDs of the tested circuit shown by Fig. 5 are displayed by
Fig. 10. We recall that the model is from the analytical expression of VTF given by Equation (51). We
can distinguish the three different frequency bands in the wide band plots of Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 10(b).
Then, the lower and upper NGD cut-off frequencies are observed in Fig. 10(c) and Fig. 10(d). The lower
and upper cut-off frequencies and the associated attenuations are indicated by Table 5. It can be seen
clearly from the three configurations of validation study that the simulated and tested circuit behaves
as a SB-NGD function.

All the obtained results of the present section concretely confirm the feasibility of the SB-NGD
function generation with the resonant RLC-network based lumped circuit. The most important remark
from this study is that the first-time investigation on how to design a SB-NGD passive circuit is
experimentally validated with innovative LF test technique.
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5. CONCLUSION

A particularly original circuit theory on a resonant LC-network based innovative SB-NGD passive
topology is developed. The main specifications of the unfamiliar SB-NGD function are defined by
inspiration from the filter circuit theory. By means of the classical frequency responses, the main
parameters of SB-NGD function are analytically introduced.

The SB-NGD behavior analytical approach is elaborated from the VTF of two-port passive
topology. First, a canonical form of VTF is established in function of the R, L, and C components
constituting the considered topology. The GD values and frequency parameters are expressed. The
existence condition of the SB-NGD aspect is also analytically demonstrated. Then, the synthesis
equations determining each parameter are formulated in function of the SB-NGD specifications defined
during the design phase.

The validity of the original SB-NGD circuit theory is verified by the comparison between theoretical,
simulated, and experimental investigations. A POC constituted by discrete lumped components was
designed and considered to fabricate an SB-NGD circuit prototype. As expected, the calculated,
simulated, and measured results confirm the feasibility of the SB-NGD behavior with resonant LC-
network circuit prototype.

In the continuation of the study, some parametric studies illustrating the robustness of the SB-
NGD circuit will be investigated. In addition to the RF and microwave application proposed in [21–23],
ongoing research work is currently in progress notably on potential applications of SB-NGD circuits in
the electrical and electronic system as introduced in:

- To reduce the cable delay [25], we are developing an equalization technique as introduced in [24, 26]
and

- The distorted signal reconstruction proposed in [27].
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